Light-activated protein domains provide a convenient, modular, and genetically encodable sensor 23 for optogenetics and optobiology. Although these domains have now been deployed in numerous 24 systems, the precise mechanism of photoactivation and the accompanying structural dynamics that 25 modulate output domain activity remain to be fully elucidated. In the C-terminal light, oxygen, 26 voltage (LOV) domain of plant phototropins (LOV2), blue light activation leads to formation of 27 an adduct between a conserved Cys residue and the embedded FMN chromophore, rotation of a 28 conserved Gln (Q513), and unfolding of a helix (Jα-helix) which is coupled to the output partner. 29 In the present work, we focus on the allosteric pathways leading to Jα helix unfolding in Avena 30 sativa LOV2 (AsLOV2) using an interdisciplinary approach involving molecular dynamics 31 simulations extending to 7 μs, time-resolved infrared spectroscopy, solution NMR spectroscopy, 32 and in-cell optogenetic experiments. In the dark state, the side chain of N414 is hydrogen bonded 33 to the backbone N-H of Q513. The simulations predict a lever-like motion of Q513 after Cys 34 adduct formation resulting in loss of the interaction between the side chain of N414 and the 35 backbone C=O of Q513, and formation of a transient hydrogen bond between the Q513 and N414 36 side chains. The central role of N414 in signal transduction was evaluated by site-directed 37 mutagenesis supporting a direct link between Jα helix unfolding dynamics and the cellular function 38 of the Zdk2-AsLOV2 optogenetic construct. Through this multifaceted approach, we show that 39 Q513 and N414 are critical mediators of protein structural dynamics, linking the ultrafast (sub-ps) 40 excitation of the FMN chromophore to the microsecond conformational changes that result in 41 photoreceptor activation and biological function.
Introduction
those of the flavin. Chimera was used to add hydrogen atoms, and the hydrogen atom added to 139 atom C4A was then deleted since this is the site of Cys adduct formation. 2 These coordinates were 140 loaded into the Amber antechamber module using a charge of -3 to generate AM1BCC partial 141 charges and assign atom types for use with the GAFF2 general force field. 3 The resulting mol2 142 file was loaded into Amber parmchk2 to create a frcmod file, which was then loaded with the mol2 143 file into Amber tleap to create an Amber library file for the flavin. This provided the library files 144 appropriate for the structure of the flavin residue, ready to connect to the protein at C450. 145 However, the force field parameters do not correspond to the state following formation of the 146 adduct after light activation and additional steps were needed. 147 The next step involved generation of force field parameters for the flavin in the light-148 activated adduct state. The process above was repeated except that the coordinates retained from 149 2V1B included the flavin as before, along with the SG and CB atoms from C450. Chimera was 150 used to add hydrogen atoms, resulting in a methyl capping group at the position of the C450 CB. 151 Antechamber was used to generate AM1BCC partial charges and GAFF2 atom types. Parmchk2 152 and tleap were used to create the Amber library file for the flavin attached to the SG and CB. Then, 153 the partial charges and atom types obtained in this step were copied to the atoms in the library file 154 obtained using only the flavin (described above), such that the final library file included only flavin 155 atoms, ready to accept a bond from C450, but with atom types and partial charges appropriate for 156 the state following adduct formation with C450. The bond angle and dihedral parameters used 157 were those obtained from GAFF2 using the flavin connected to the SG and CB atoms. Force field 158 parameters for the GAFF2↔ff14SB interface across C4A-SG were obtained by adopting the 159 parameters assigned by GAFF2 using the flavin+SG+CB fragment. This parameter file was edited 160 to change the atom types for the SG and CB atoms from those obtained using antechamber to those 161 9 appropriate for Cys in the ff14SB protein force field (c3 → 2C, ss → S). In this manner the protein 162 force field was applied inside Cys, but parameters for the Cys-flavin linkage (FMN-C) were 163 adopted from GAFF2. Finally, since the Cys backbone CA atom was not present in the larger 164 flavin fragment but is connected to the flavin through a dihedral term, parameters for the dihedral 165 C3-S-2C-CX (corresponding to atom names C4A-SG-CB-CA) were adapted from C3-S-C3-C3 in kcal·mol -1 ·Å -2 . Next, the system was heated from 100 K to 298 K over 1 ns in the NVT ensemble, 184 10 with a time step of 1 fs and SHAKE on all bonds including hydrogen. A nonbonded cutoff of 8 Å 185 was used, with long-range electrostatics included by the particle mesh Ewald method. 9 The same 186 restraints were maintained. Temperature was maintained using a Langevin thermostat with ɣ set 187 to 1.0. Next, pressure and density were relaxed using 1ns NPT simulation at 298 K with a strong 188 pressure coupling constant of 0.1 and all other parameters maintained from the prior step. Next, 1 189 ns MD was performed using the same protocol but with restraint force constant reduced to 10.0 190 and pressure coupling constant increased to 0.5. Next, minimization was performed for 10000 191 steps after removing all restraints except those on protein backbone CA, N and C atoms and no 192 restraints on C450. Next, 1 ns MD in the NPT ensemble at 298 K was performed using the same 193 protocol as above, with restraints only on backbone CA, N and C atoms excepting C450. The 194 restraint force constant was then reduced from 10.0 to 1.0 and an additional 1 ns MD was carried 195 out, followed by 1 ns MD with restraint force constant reduced to 0.1. Finally, 1 ns fully 196 unrestrained MD was performed with NPT at 298 K.
198
Production runs: Production runs followed the same protocols as equilibration, except that 199 hydrogen mass repartitioning was used to enable a 4 fs time step as has been described elsewhere. 10
200
The simulation was performed on NVIDIA GPUs using the CUDA version of Amber. 11 MD was 201 continued until approximately 7.5 microseconds of dynamics were generated. Site-directed Mutagenesis: The N414A and N414Q mutations in AsLOV2 were created in the 207 pET15b-AsLOV2 and pHis-Gβ1-Parallel-AsLOV2 constructs using the QuickChange method and 208 KOD HotStart polymerase (Novagen).
210
Expression and Purification of AsLOV2 for TRIR: AsLOV2 and N414 mutants were expressed 211 and purified as described previously. 13 BL21(DE3) competent cells were transformed by heat 212 shock at 42°C with pET15b-AsLOV2 (wild-type or mutant) and the plated on LB-Agar plates Protein expression was induced by adding IPTG to a final concentration of 1 mM followed by 246 incubation at 18°C overnight (14-18 hours) in an orbital shaker (250 RPM).
247
Bacterial cells were harvested by centrifugation at 5,000 RPM for 10 min at 4C, and the Lenti-X 293T cells were used to generate virus for transfection and expression of 299 constructs. Cells were maintained in a 6-well plate containing 2 mL of DMEM supplemented with 300 10% FBS, 100 µg/mL penicillin/streptomycin, and 2 mM L-glutamine per well or T25 flasks 301 containing 5 mL of the same medium at 37° with 5% CO2. transfected Lenti-X 293T cells were incubated at 37° with 5% CO2 for two days, after which the 308 media containing lentivirus particles was filtered through a 0.45 µm filter. Forty µL of 1 M HEPES 309 buffer pH 7.4 was then added to ~2 mL of the filtered media which was then stored at 4°C for two 310 weeks for immediate use or at -80°C for long term storage.
311
Prior to infection, LentiX 293Ts were plated at 50% confluency and incubated overnight 312 to attach. Five hundred µL of the viral media was then added to the cells. After incubation for 24 313 h at 37°C with 5% CO2, the cells were washed with fresh media and then incubated at 37°C with 314 5% CO2 for another 24 h. Cells to be imaged were plated 12 h prior to imaging in 96-well, black- Averaged RMS traces as a function of time are shown for several key regions of AsLOV2 370 with maximum RMS shown as a scale bar (black line, Figure 2B) . The standard error of the mean 371 (SEM) is shown as shaded color around the black line. The A'α helix (residues 404-410, slate) 372 shows the most variability very early in the simulation with both high average RMS and SEM, 373 consistent with previous experimental work. 12 The RMS increases again at 5 μs, on the timescale 374 of unfolding of the Jα helix. RMS for the β-sheet (Aβ (residues 414-418, cyan) and Iβ (residues 375 506-516, green)) are also shown and predict significant perturbations after 5 µs. The Jα-helix 376 (residues 522-544, pink) shows the most changes in RMS over time, as expected for the helical to 377 disordered transition that has been shown to occur upon light state formation by Gardner and 378 others. 9,33 The unfolding of the Jα helix appears to occur in four phases with increases in RMS at 379 0.5 μs, 2.75 μs, 5.25 μs, and 6.60 μs. The 0.5 μs phase involves the initial undocking of the Jα-380 helix from the β-sheet (Figure 2C, S1 ) and the formation of a helical structure in the loop adjacent 381 to the Jα helix (1.15 μs snapshot). The 5.25 μs phase is assigned to more significant disordering 382 of the Jα helix which results in complete unfolding of the helix by ~6.60 μs.
383
The changes in secondary structure are accompanied by specific changes in the residues 384 that surround the FMN chromophore. In the dark state N414 is hydrogen bonded to the backbone 385 amide of Q513. By the 0.38 μs time point of the simulation Q513 is predicted to move 2.4 Å and backbone and remains rotated out and exposed to solvent (between 1.15 μs to 6.81 μs). In the 6.81 395 μs structure, N482 has returned to its initial dark state position while N492 is predicted to remain 396 rotated out of the pocket, 4.4 Å from its initial position. Q513 is shown to be hydrogen bonded to 397 C4=O, though in a slightly different orientation compared to that observed in the X-ray structure 398 of the light state (Fig S2) . The differences can be explained by the method of generating light state 408 The MD results were used to inform fs-ms TRIR measurements, suggesting transient 409 studies of N414A and N414Q-AsLOV2 mutants could provide valuable insight into Jα helix 410 unfolding dynamics. The N414A mutation was chosen to remove potential hydrogen bond 411 interactions with the N414 side chain and the N414Q mutation was chosen to retain an amide side 412 chain potentially capable of forming a hydrogen bond with Q513. 413 We first measured the TRIR spectra of wild-type AsLOV2 using time resolved multiple 414 probe spectroscopy (TRMPS, Figure 3A) . The band assignments and time constants of 2.3 ns, 415 21 8.8 μs, and 14 μs corresponding to the excited state decay, triplet state decay, and A390 formation 416 are consistent with the global analysis of our previous data from Gil et. al. (Figure 3B) . 30 (Figure 3B; Figure S4 shows the comparison between EAS5 420 and L-D FTIR). This additional EAS5 is termed "Sig" and corresponds to full disordering of the We then measured the TRIR spectra of N414A and N414Q AsLOV2 (Figure 3C,E) . 440 Whilst the excited state ( 1 FMN* and 3 FMN*) spectra and kinetics are identical to those of the 441 wild-type protein, the changes to N414 result in dramatic differences in the A390 to Sig EAS. In 442 N414A AsLOV2 (Figure 3C,D) , the bleach at 1626 cm -1 corresponding to the disordered Jα helix 443 is reduced ~3-fold in intensity to -0.12 mOD, suggesting that the changes in Jα are reduced and 444 partially decoupled from chromophore activation (Figure 4A, red trace) . The transient at 1635 445 cm -1 is still evolving in a similar manner to that observed in the wild-type protein, although the 446 rise in the transient is not as pronounced in the N414A mutant (Figure 4B ). In addition, the time 447 constant for evolution of the A390 to Sig states is accelerated ~3-fold to 93 μs compared to the 448 313 μs time constant determined for wild-type AsLOV2. This suggests that the final "Sig" state 449 forms faster in N414A AsLOV2, further suggesting altered structural dynamics in this mutant.
A transient hydrogen bond between Q513 and N414 modulates helix unfolding.

450
In the N414Q mutant, the amide side chain of N414 is conserved by mutation to Q414, 451 preserving the potential for formation of a transient hydrogen bond. The EAS are shown in Figure   452 3F. While overall very similar to the wild-type AsLOV2, there are several results that deserve 453 comment. The time constant determined for the A390 to Sig EAS is 293 μs, which is very similar 454 to that of the wild-type at 313 μs. However, the transient at 1636 cm -1 in N414Q is larger than that 455 of the wild-type as shown in the raw μs-timescale data ( Figure 3F ), suggesting that the helix is 456 more stable in the dark state but ultimately unfolds at a similar rate to the wild-type protein. Based 457 on these data, we hypothesize that the 1636 cm -1 transient can be assigned to the Q513 side-chain 458 24 carbonyl itself, or at least that dynamics associated with this signal directly report on the hydrogen 459 bond between N414/Q414 and Q513. As the TRIR and FTIR are difference experiments that show changes in the protein due to light 472 activation, we used 15 N-HSQC NMR to characterize the Jα helix in wild-type, N414A, and N414Q 473 AsLOV2 in both dark and light states (Figure S7, S8, and S9, respectively) . Excitation of wild-474 type AsLOV2 with 488 nm light reveals the formation of cross peaks between resonances at 7.5 475 and 8.5 ppm, consistent with the data reported by Harper et al. 9 In N414A AsLOV2, some of these 476 cross peaks are already formed in the dark state (Figure S8 ), suggesting that N414A AsLOV2 is 477 in a structurally primed state for photoactivation with some residues in active or partially active 478 conformations. The 2D NMR spectrum of N414Q AsLOV2 resembles wild-type-AsLOV2 in that 479 there is clear separation between peaks from 7.5 and 8.5 ppm that become more poorly resolved In the dark state of N414A AsLOV2 there is a population of W557 that has chemical shifts similar 500 to those observed in the light state while W490 has a similar chemical shift, albeit shifted to 128.00 501 ppm ( 15 N), compared to wild-type AsLOV2 (Figure 5B ). This suggests that the C-terminal end of 502 the Jα helix is slightly unfolded due to mutation of N414 while the hinge-loop region connecting 503 the Jα to the LOV core is intact. The disorder of the Jα helix in the N414A AsLOV2 dark state 504 observed in these HSQC spectra is consistent with the smaller 1626 cm -1 bleach in the TRIR 505 experiment suggesting that the helix is partially unfolded in the dark state. The decay of the fluorescence signal was fit to a single exponential function to determine 546 the rate of dark state recovery of the LOVTRAP construct and was found to be 60 s ± 10 s and 205 547 s ± 28 s for the wild-type and N414Q AsLOV2 proteins, respectively (Supplemental Figure S10 ). In the current work we use a combination of MD, TRIR spectroscopy, NMR spectroscopy, site-565 directed mutagenesis and cell-based experiments to elucidate the pathway through which the 566 chromophore and helix communicate.
567
X-ray structural studies have revealed that a conserved Gln, Q513, rotates during 568 photoactivation. In the dark state, the side-chain NH2 and main chain C=O of Q513 are hydrogen 569 bonded to the FMN C4=O and side chain of N414, respectively, whilst in the light state, the side 570 chain carbonyl of Q513 now accepts a hydrogen bond from the protonated FMN-N5 (Figure 1) . 571 Rotation of Q513 is clearly a key event in light state formation since replacement of this residue 572 with any other amino acid, even Asn, results in loss of photoactivity, and a series of studies have 573 shown that this motion of Q513 is coupled to later events of the photocycle, beyond 20 µs. 30 For 574 example, whilst the bleach corresponding to Jα helix unfolding is not observed by steady state 575 FTIR difference spectroscopy in the Q513L variant, 11 studies by our group using TRIR 576 spectroscopy have shown that the early steps of the photocycle (<10 µs) are not affected by 577 mutation of Q513 to Ala. Previous MD simulations have provided additional insight into the role 578 of Q513, suggesting the formation of a hydrogen bond between the Q513 side chain C=O and the 579 N414 side chain N-H group. However, these simulations were limited to 1 µs and were not able 580 to capture the unfolding of the Jα helix. 13
581
In the present work we have extended the MD simulations to 7 µs which is sufficient to capture 582 unfolding of the Jα helix and provide an atomic-level prediction of the events leading to light state 
